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Effects of retained austenite on press formability were investigated, using austempered 0.4C-Si-1 .2Mn
sheet steels with high tensile strength of morethan 980MPa.

The results showedplausible relationships between formabi!ity and initial volume fraction of retained
austenite (V}'o)' With an increase in Vvo' height of stretch forming increased linearly to its maximumat
about 0.2V,o' and bending as well as expanding of a mechanically ground hole were gradual]y improved to
the best at 0.1 5 to 0.2Vvo' Onthe other hand, expanding of a punchedhole wassiightly deteriorated with
increasing Vvo in less than 0.15-0.2Vvo' These various types of formability were all extraordinarily
deteriorated beyond0.2V~o in stretch forming and 0.1 5-0.2Vvo in the others.

It was concluded that these effects of retained austenite on formability can be clearly understood in

terms of Vvo and k: a rate constant relating rate of deformation-induced transformation with uniaxial tensiie
strain, as a parameter showing stability of retained austenite in press forming.

KEYWORDS:high strength low alloy steel; cold rolled sheet steel; retained austenite; TRIP; deformation-
induced transformation; stretch forming; bending; hole expanding; formability; austempering; intercritical

heating.

l. Introduction

It is well knownthat transformation induced plasticity

(TRIP) due to retained austenite (yR) makeselongation
larger,1 ~ 12) accompaniedby improved strength and duc-
tility combination expressed in TS(tensile strength) x El*

(total elongation).5,6) These properties are requisites to
high strength steel sheets for press forming. But it is also

well knownthat yRhas undesirable influences on fracture

strain and complicated ones on toughness of steels.13)

In order to makeTRIP applicable to press forming,
therefore, it is neededboth for steel manufacturers and
for steel users, to clear how to use merits of enhanced
elongation effectively, balanced with demerits of shortage
of fracture strain.

There have been two troublesome problems to find

genuine effects of yR on formability; first, it is difficult in

these steels with mixedmicrostructures to distinguish the
effects of yR of its own from those of the others.

Secondly, effects of yRon formability should be expressed

not only by amountof yR but by stability of yR, which
generally consists of chemical stability and someother
kinds of stabilizing effect. Amountof yR can easily be
measured by X-ray diffraction or optical microscopic
observation. But standardization to estimate stability of
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yR has not been established.

This report intends to clear up relations between yR
and formability, using (1) intercritically heated and
austempered 0.4C-1.2 to 2.0Si-1.2Mn steels with TS
more than 980MPa, (2) k, a rate constant relating

deformation induced transformation rate with uniaxial
tensile straln, as a parameter showing the stability of yR
in press forming.6,7)

2. Experimental Procedure

Steels with chemical composition given in Table 1
were hot-rolled (to 3.5 mmin thickness), cold-rolled (to

l .4 mm)and subsequently processed as shownin Fig. 1.

Steels with the various amountsand stabilities of yRwere
obtained by changing Si content and isothermal holding
conditions (T2, t2)' ChangingSi content with Ccontent
unchangedwasto vary both the amountsand stability of

yR without larger variation in TS. Intercritical heating
conditions (T1' tl) in steels B1, B2 and B3 respectively

were set to give 40 ~/o ferrite in the resulting final

products. Table 2 gives tensile properties and micro-

structures of used steels with the isothermal holdlng
conditions. Tensile test wasconducted at roomtempera-
ture with a crosshead speed of 10mm/minusing JIS-5
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Table 1. Chemical composition. (wto/o)

Steel C Si M11 P S Sol.A1 T.N*

B1

B2
B3

0.392
0.383

0.39 l

1.16

l .46

l .99

l .20

l .,_O

l 20

0.002

o.002

0,002

0.00 l
0.00 l

0.045
0.045

0.045

0.0034
0.0066
0.006 l

* Total nitrogen

lntercr it ica l
heating

Ac3
Tl xtl

Acl

Salt bath

1OO~)/s

Austemper ing
T2 ) t 2

AC

steel

B1

B2

B3

T1 (1O

770

790

810

tl(min)

5

T2(t:)

375

400

425

t2(min)

1
2
5

15
40

Fig. l.

Samplepreparation.

Steel

Table 2. Tensile properties, k (a parameter showlng stability of*f'R) and microstructures of used steels.

T2 TS E!, E!*, V.
,YP

.
V.

8J k(*C) (mm) (MI)a) (MPa) (Xray) (O.M.)("/~)(o/~)

Vn V,~i

(O.M.) (O.M)
*B1-l
Bl-2

BI-3

BI-4
Bl-5
B1-6
Bl-7

BI-8

*2 B'_- 1
* B2-2

B2-3
B7_-4

B2-5
B2-6
B2-7
B2-8

*2B3-l
*2B3-2
*B3-3
B3-4
B3-5
B3-6

*B3-7
B3-8

Nomarks:
*.

400 1200 20. 125.31 696
400 1080 24,330.665 l
400 1OOO -' I,630.07315
400 1OOO 12,620,375715

400 1OOO 9,215 584840
375 1130 19.026.07745
375 1060 15 O23 882115

375 1070 11,218,685040

425 980 22.229,35261
400 1320 18.223,4764l
400 1130 23.830,7703
400 1030 26.634.57375
400 1020 19 427.715 776
400 1040 9,916.885240
375 1070 2,_,529.083815

375 1070 16,326,584840

425 1060 22,328 l5091
425 980 21,828,363415

400 1360 17,218,8703l
400 1090 29.035,56805
400 1040 31.O38.074915

400 1050 26. 133.476440
375 1220 2-,.O28.77825
375 1130 23.631.386115

austemperedat 375 and 400"C with TSof 980-1 130 MPa,
austemperedat 375 and 400'C with TS>I 130MPa,
austemperedat 425'C.

0.42

0.82

0.99

0.97

0.92

0.87

O96

l .07

0.73

O.
40

0.74

0.89

O92
0.88

l .OO

l .OO

O.5l
0.87

0.32

0.73

0.94

0.93

0.76

0.90

96

,-6

58

38

33

l03

51

41

22
22

lOO

22

82
83

82
31

7~4

50
36

O,,_3 I
0,213
O, 155

O070
O.007
O. 179
O. I'_8

0.063

O. 144

O215
0,232
O, 197
0,141

O032
O, 165
0.135

0.25 1
O. 158

0,226
0.234
0.2 16
O187
0,220

O191

0.33

0.37

O.
44

0.41

0.32

0.38

0.42

0.40

0.36

0.38

0.40
0.4 l

0.47

0.47

0.50

0.47

0.48

0.44 O03

0.50 OOO
0.53 0.00

0.42 0.00

0.52 0.00

0.43 0.0•_

0.26 0.09

0.38 0.00

0.4 1 0.00

0.47 OOO
0.57 0.00

0.44 0.00

0.27 0.02

O34 0.00

0.23 0.00

0.32 0.00
0.3 1 0.00

type test pieces 25mmwide with 50mmgauge length, to

obtain yleld strength (YP), TS, E/,, uniform elongation
(El~) and fracture strain (8J.).14) Volume fraction of •/R

(Vvo) was measuredby X-ray diffraction. Fractions of
ferrite (VF), bainite (VB), and V),0+martensite (VMo)

were obtained from optical microstructures revealed by
the tint etching method.15) VMOwasestimated from the
difference between V.,0+ VMOfrom optical microstruc-

tures and Vvo by X-ray diffractions.

The preliminary examination showedthat the best of

TSxE/, was obtained with isothermal holding at 375-
400'C in O.4CSi-1 .2Mn steels. Therefore, measurement

of formabiiity was conducted mainly using the steels

held at 375 and 400'C (steels with no marks in Table 2).

Thesehave TSof 980-1 130 MPawith microstructures of
0-0.25 (0-25 o/o) V),o, O.300.50 VF. 0,30-0.60 VBand less

than 0.lO VMo' The steels held at 375 and 400'C with

TS>1130MPa(*) and those held at 425'C (*2) were
used If necessary. The size of yR grains decreased with
Increaslng holdlng time, Iess than 5,am for steel B2-2
(held at 400'C for I min) and less than 1.5ktm for the
steel B2-6 (at 400'C for 40min).

Forming test wasconducted as follows.
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(1) Stretch Forming
Steel sheets with 150mmx 150mmx (1 .4 mm)in blank

size were formed with a spherical punch of 100mmc
using a machineoil as lubricant. Forming height (H) at
the beginning of fracture was measured to evaluate
stretch formability.

(2) Bending

As sheared sheets with 35mmx 70mmx (1.4mm) in
size were bent with bending axis parallel to the rolling
direction. The minimumbending radius (R~i.) of the
specimen without fracturing at sheared edges were
exarnined to estimate bendability.

(3) HoleExpanding(AMechanical]yGroundHole and
a PunchedHole)

Steel sheets of 80mmx 80mmx (1 .4 mm)with a hole
punchedwith apunchof 9.8 mmipanda die of 10.0 mmip
as well as those with a mechanically ground hole of
lO mmip, were hole-expanded with the blank hold force
of I ton using a conical punch with its top angle of 30
degrees, until the crack propagated through the thickness
of sheets. Hole expanding ratio, either in a punchedhole
(~p) and in a mechanically ground hole (~M), i~ expressed
by (d-do)/do, where dand do are the diameter of the
hole expandedand of the initial one respectively.

3. Experimental Results

3.1. Relation betweenFormability andTensile Properties

In general, formability is estimated by tensile prop-
erties. Correlations between formability and tensile

properties were examined preliminarily using Table 2.

It was found that H depended linearly on El* (El~).

R~i*, AM, and ~p Werecorrelated with ef respectively.

Comparing these results with those which have been
examined in plain low carbon steels,16) special features
of yR containing steels were not recognized.

3.2. Plausible Relationships betweenFormability and Vyo

Figure 2(a) shows the relation betweenHand Vyo' H
increases linearly with increasing Vyo to its maximum
at Vvo O2 and then decreases. That is, containing

an optimum amount of Vyo is required for the best
stretch-formable steels.

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) showsR .
~M, and ~ related

~**, P
to Vyo respectively, where bendability is regarded as the
better for the smaller R*i*. The findings are: (1) R*i. and
~Mtend to be improved while ).p deteriorated gradually
with increasing Vvo to 0,15-0.20 V./o' More than O.15
0.20 VvO' rapid deteriorating is found in all of R .

~M,
~*",

~p. Theoptimum(critical) amountof Vyo seemsto exist

in each ofR . ~MandA too, though slightly less than
~*~, P

that in H. (2) The scattering of plots in R*i~ and ~Mat

a constant Vvo is larger than that in ~p, suggesting that
the formers depend not only on Vyo, while the latter

dependsstrongly on Vvo'

Formability can plausibly be related to Vvo as men-
tioned above. However, there remain someproblems to
be explained, such as the differences in optimum(critical)

amountof Vvo amongtypes of formability and those in
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Relation between initial volume fraction of retained
austenite (Vvo) and formability: (a) H; forming height,
(b) R~j.; minimumbending radius, (c) AM; expanding
ratio of a mechanically ground hole and Ap; expand-
ing ratio of a punched hole, using 0.4CSil.2Mn
steels intercritically heated and austempered at 375
and 400*Cwith TSof 980-1 130MPa.
** Steels austemperedat 425'C.

* Commercially produced steels consisting of ferrite

and bainite with TSof about 980MPa,

variation of formability with V./o between the aboveand
the below optimum(critical). To clear such details, they
should be examined in terms not only of Vyo but of
stability of yR against deformation. Fromthese points of
view, the followings are discussed in the next chapter: (1)

a parameter showing stability of yR in press forming, (2)

anisotropy of TRIPand (3) based on (1), (2), the effects

of Vyo and stability of yR on formability.

4. Effects of Vvo and Stability of yR on Formability

4.1. Stability of VRin Press Forming
Matsumuraet al.6,7) showed that enhancementof

El~ or TSx E!t in austempered0.4C-1.5Si0.8Mn steels

is caused by TRIPdue to yR. They ascertained that in-

creasing yR increases strain hardening coefficient (dcr/de)

at the higher strain range with enhanced El~, which is

typical of TRIP. 17) Besides, they found that the variation
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of da/de Is related to that of deformation induced
transformation rate (-dV),/de)*, where a, 8 are true
stress, true strain in uniaxial tensile stretching and Vv is

fraction of yR after straining. They also tried to clear
kinetics of deformation induced transformation using
empirical equations of a modified Austin-Rickett type.
The results indicated that the kinetics are expressed in

the form of

-dVylde=kV~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••(1)

V},= V},o/(1 +k• Vvo 'e)
,

where k is regarded as a constant showing mechanicai
stability of yR, and supposedto be mainly related to the
solute Ccontent in yR (Cy) In austempered steels. It is

deduced from Eq. (1) that E/~ or TSxElt depends on
both Vvo and k, and increases with decreasing k (in-

creasing stabillty) at a constant V),o (Appendix).
However, as Eq. (1) is obtained from the results of

uniaxial tensile stretching, It is not sure that k in Eq. (1)

)~

blank size
340x 400x I .4

0'20
2~7lc;b/

e 4/(h\20)
\e~0 20X20 for Xraye~~~Ce4\

measurement

>~>~~,r~~6

~~~!~211~~~1"'b

O'IO R\ri~'
.

e'b

o

uniaxial

tens iIe test

O O.1 O 0.20

Seq

Relation between fraction of retained austenite (Vy)

and equivalent strain (8*q) in biaxial stress forming
comparedwith uniaxial tensile stretching, using aus-
tempered 0.36Cl.5Si-1.2Mn steels held at 375'C
for 5min with TS: 933MPaand E!,: 31.5 o/o.

is also suitable for a stability parameter of yR in biaxial

stress forming such as press forming. Moreover, planar
anisotropy of used steels, if any, has to be checked
crystallographically or mechanically. Onthe other hand,
as mentioned in Sec. 3. 1, His related linearly to El~ (El,).

Therefore, the following experiments were conducted to
clarify the propriety of k for a stability parameter of yR
in blaxial stress forming.

Steel sheets with the chemical composition similar to
steel B2, austempered for 5min at 375'C, subsequently
cooled into room temperature, and scribed with circles,

were press-formed as described in Fig. 3. Variation of
Vy was examined by X-ray diffraction method with
specimenscut from the frange (tension-compression) and
ridge (tension-tension) of the formed product, while
equivalent strain' 8.q - (2/3 82)1/2 wascalculated from

• - •~ i
changes in size of scribed circles before and after press
forming. The results, as shownin Fig. 3, suggested that
the deformation induced transformation in biaxial form-
ing proceededwlth increasing e,q at the samerate as that
in uniaxial stretching. This implies that replacing 8 with
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TS: 834MPaand E!,: 33.60/..
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Steels represented in terms of initial fraction of
retained austenite (V),o) and a stability parameter
of retained austenite (k). Steels austempered at 375
and 400'C (no marks and *) are all in a zonal area
between two dotted lines, while any steels austem-
pered at 425*C (**) are not. Numbersattached to

symbols showholding time.

Vro

* Empirically as da/ds ~~4700( -dV},/ds) +500 (MPa) in 0.4C-1.5Si-0.8Mn steel austemperd at 400'C except for at the smaller strain range.7]
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8.q in Eq. (1) brings about the samek value either for

biaxial forming or for uniaxia] stretching.

On the other hand, planar anisotropy of deforma-
tion induced transformation was examined by uniaxial

stretching using steel sheets austempered for 5min at

400'C. As shownin Fig. 4, the relations between Vy and
strain were nearly the samein all tensile directions, so the

difference in k, if any, could be negligible. Thus, it was
concluded that kobtained by uniaxial stretching could be
regarded as a stability parameter of yRin press forming.

4.2. Vvo and k in UsedSteels

Steels with a variety of chemical compositions and
heat treatments were selected to stretch to various

amounts of strain respectively. k is determined from
changesof Vy with strain.6,7) Figure 5shows the testing

steels expressed in terms of Vyoand k. Steels austempered
at 375 and 400'C for various holding time are included
in a zonal area outlined by two dotted 1lnes. The zonal

area is described to show the coordinates (V.,,o, k)

corresponding to the steels used in Fig. 2*2. Four
examplesexceeding I 130 MPain TShave larger kvalues
in the area. They are obtained by the shorter period of
austemperlng (followed by cooling to roomtemperature),
containing unstable yR With co-exlsting martensite. Two
examples of steels austemperedat 425'C are positioned
far abovethe zonal area at V.,,o ~~O.15, whlch is consistent

wlth the previously reported result that the maximumof

Cv in steels austemperedabove 425'C can essentially be

32 (1992), No. 10

less than that at 375~00'C.19)
Makinguse of Fig. 5, mechanical properties of testing

steels can easily be understood in terms of Vyo and k.

Figure 6, for example, shows the effect of Vyo and kon
TSx El,, which is plotted using Fig. 5and Table 2. It is

clearly found that TSx El, becomesthe largest at larger

V ~02 and the smallest k 20 (the maxrmummyo . '

stabilit y).

4.3. Effects of Vvo and k on Formability

Presenceof an optimum(criticai) V~o for each types of
formabillty as shownin Fig. 2, can not be explained in
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term of Vvo alone, but in terms of both Vyo and k. Fig.

7(a) showseffects of Vyo and k on H. Estimating from
the slope of contour lines, Hdependson both V?,o and k,

reaching its maximumat a coordinate (Vvo~0.2, k~20).

The effects on Hare similar to those on TSx El, in Fig.
6. Thus, stretch forming is thought to be the best use of

yRcontaining steels. Figures 7(b) and 7(c) showeffects of
Vvo andkon R~i~ and~Mrespectively. Different from H,
these types of formability becomegood with decreasing
both Vyo and k. Estimating from the slope of contour
lines, they dependstrongly on kand not so muchon Vvo'

For them, the smallest k~20 with balancing Vvo~
O. 150.20 is desired. Figure 7(d) showseffects of Vvo and
k on ~p. ),p is also improved with decreasing both V),o

and k. Comparedwith R*i~ and ~M, however, ~p
depends more on Vvo' That rs, as for expanding of a
punched hole, the presence of yR is obviously harmful,
though stabilizing yR is favorable significantly.

Thedifferences in formability vs. Vyo curves in Fig. 2,

which are attributed to forming modes, can aiso be
explained by the site of a "zonal area" and the slope of
contour lines in Fig. 7. This is shownschematically in

Fig. 8. Flgure 8(a) is reproduced partly from Fig. 7.

Figure 8(b) is given by rewriting Hand ~Mas ordinates,
which are varied with (Vvo, k) along the zonal area in

Fig. 8(a). ThoughFig. 8(b) is changeda little with subtle
scattering in drawing contour lines or a zonal area into
Flg. 8(a), it reproduced well the plausible relationships

betweenHor ~Mand Vyo shownin Fig. 2. This is also

true of R~i* and )~p.

It can be found that the relationships shownin Fig. 2
are plausible, because they vary with k of the testing
steels. Onthe other hand, if the formability is expressed
In terms of both Vyo and k, the resulting contor lines

shownin Flg. 7maybe unchangedwith the steels used,

so far as the genuine effects of yR are concerned. Thus, it

is concluded that k is regarded as a parameter showing
stabi]ity of yR in press formlng, and that the effects of yR
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on formability can well be understood in terms of Vvo

and k. Needless to say, if k is thought to dependmainly

on C}, as in the present steels, the effects of yR can be
explained also in terms of Vyo and Cy, vyhich is not
necessariiy general and accurate.

4.4. Formability of yR Containing Steels

For the purpose of makingTRIPsteels applicable to

press forming, it is required to use merits of TRIP, the

enhancedE/,, (El*) or TSx El*, with suppressing demerits
caused by the shortage of 8r Stretch forming Is of

course the best use of TRIP. However, beridability and
hole expandability are also improved with decreasing k,

which maysuggest TRIPor the other influences of sta-

billzed •/R are also effective even in these types of for-

mability. Therefore, the problem for steel manufacturers
is how to mlnimize kmaintaining Vyo Suitably without
increasing alloying elements (especially with regard to
C). Clues to soive it maybe found by clarifying the ef-

fects of Mn,5,20) yR Size21) and microstructures adjacent

to yR12.22) on k.

5. Conclusion

The effects of yR on press formability were investigat-

ed uslng intercritically heated and austempered 0.4C-
S1-1.2Mn steels with high tensile strength more than
980MPa.The results were as follows.

(1) Plausible relatlonships between formability and
initial fraction of retained austenite (Vvo) were obtained;
with an increase in Vyo, stretch formability wasimproved
llnearly to its maximumat 0.2 V./o, both bendability

and expandability of a mechanically ground hole were
gradually improved to their best at O. 15-0.20 Vyo, while
expandability of a punchedhole decreased slightly in less

than O. 15-0.20 Vvo; these various types of formability are
all deteriorated extraordinarily beyond0.2 Vvo in stretch

forming and 0.15-0.20 Vvo in the others.

(2) The effects of yR on formability, inclusive of the

above plausible relationships with V,/o, can be clearly

understood In terms of V and k. where k is a rateyo
constant relating rate of deformation-induced trans-
formation with uniaxial tensile strain, as a parameter
showing stability of yR in press forming.

(3) To be madeuse of merits of TRIP, k must be
minimized maintaining Vyo suitably without increasing
alloying elements.

Appendix

(1) Equation (1) involves the deformation on the iso-

strain conditions which maybe true of present steels but
for in smaller strain range.17.18)

(2) Deformation induced transformation in steels is

generally expressed in an emplrical form of - dV),/de =
kpV.128P or -dVy/ds=kqV~(VTo~V},)q, where p and
cl are autocatalytic exponents and kp and kq are rate

constants respectively.6,7) Equation (1) can be derived

as the special case with p= I or q=0 in each equatlon.
This meansthat the autocatalytic effect maybe small

or negligible in austempered steels, because it is sup-
pressed by large amount of the other microstructures
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Vanatlon of dV/ds wrth both kand V)o at 8=0.25,

in austempered
O.~C-1

.5Si-0.8Mn steel held at 400'C
for 1.5min (O), 3min (A), 6min (V), 15min (~),
30min ([]) and dual phase steel (~),6,7) where
dotted lines show fraction of untransformed retained

austenite (V~) at e=0,25.

surrounding yR, which act as barriers against the
autocatalytic propagation of transformation.

(3) Figure Ashowsvariation of - dVv/de with both k
and Vyo at a higher fixed strain (0.25 for instance), using
the previously reported results of 0.4C-1.5Si-0.8Mn
steel.6,7) At a constant Vyo, ~dVv/d8 has its maximum
kpVv20/4 at k=1/(Vv08). The range of k is more than
l/(Vv08), in which -dVy/ds increases with decreasing k
(increasing stability). As a result, da/ds and El~ (or

TSx Elt) increases with decreasing k. This is also true of

the present 0.4C-1.2 to 2.0Sil.2Mn steels.
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